IDEV Professional Fields: Courses
(Revised 2/4/2015)

In addition to the general requirements of IDEV, all students must choose a Professional Field. Students must take a minimum of three courses within that field. Students cannot count their constrained International Economics and Quantitative Reasoning courses toward their Professional Field. The following fields are available to choose from:

- Development Economics (DevEc)
- Finance and Development (F&D)
- Global Health (GH)
- Governance, Politics and Development (GP&D)
- Management for Development (MfD)
- Social Entrepreneurship and Business (SEB)
- Social Policy and Programs (SP)
- Trade and Development (T&D)

Development Economics (DevEc)

A. Choose One (Required): [If using Econometrics for your quantitative reasoning requirement, take three courses from groups B and/or C.]
   - SA.340.710.01 Econometrics – ECON
   - SA.340.710.02 Econometrics (Advanced Math) – ECON
   - SA.340.710.20 Econometrics (BO) – ECON

B. Choose up to Two:
   - SA.320.750 Comparative Perspectives on Economic Growth & Development – ECON
   - SA.320.724 Introduction to Economic Development – ECON
   - SA.320.731 Microeconomics of Development – ECON
   - SA.320.715 Theories & Models of Economic Development (BO) – ECON
   - SA.320.735 Topics in Growth & Development – ECON

C. Choose up to Three:
   - SA.340.731 Applied Econometrics – ECON
   - SA.840.712 Dynamics of Commodity Economics – ECON
   - SA.840.715 Economics of Immigration – ECON
   - SA.300.740 Enterprise, Regulation, and Development – ECON
   - SA.320.731 Microeconomics of Development (if not completed previously) – ECON
   - SA.300.736 Organization and Regulation of Infrastructure – ECON
• SA.300.754 Public Finance – ECON
• SA.300.728 Public Sector Economics *paper must be on a topic relevant to international development (BO) – ECON
• SA.340.709 Statistical Methods for Business & Economics (BO) – ECON

Finance and Development (F&D)

• SA.320.729 Asian Economic Development (DC/BO) – ECON
• SA.380.763 Case Studies in International Financial Transactions – ECON
• SA.380.760 Corporate Finance (DC/BO) – ECON
• SA.380.752 Developing Infrastructure through Public-Private Partnerships – ECON
• SA.320.737 The Economies of Central Asia (BO) – ECON
• SA.810.796 Economic Survey of Latin America: Global Players or Market Strayers (BO) – Latin America Studies Program (LASP)
• SA.300.740 Enterprise, Regulation and Development – ECON
• SA.400.820 Financial Globalization, Currency Crises and Emerging Markets – Dorothy Sobol
• SA.400.759 Financial Inclusion – Elissa McCarter-LaBorde
• SA.400.819 Financial Sector Developments and Reform in Emerging Markets – Dorothy Sobol
• SA.400.724 Impact Investing: Creating Value at the Base of the Pyramid – Monica Brand
• SA.380.722 International Financial Markets – ECON
• SA.380.749 Investing in Emerging Markets - ECON
• SA.300.736 Organization and Regulation of Infrastructure – ECON
• SA.380.778 Private Equity In Developing Countries – ECON
• SA.380.834 Project Finance – ECON
• SA.300.754 Public Finance – ECON
• SA.300.728 Public Sector Economics *paper must be on a topic relevant to international development (BO) – ECON
• SA.380.783 Regulation of International Financial Markets – ECON
• SA.400.790 The International Financial Institutions: Case Studies in the Search for Relevance (2 credits) – Cinnamon Dornsife
• SA.400.761 Topics in Development Finance (2 credits) – Jeremy Gorelick and Megan Rapp

Global Health (GH)

• SA. 400.745 Global Health Policy – Joshua Michaud and Jennifer Kates

Students may enroll in online classes offered at the JHU-Bloomberg School of Public Health in Baltimore. Some courses require students to have completed prerequisites. The following courses have been approved in the past.
• PH.550.862 (81) Current Issues in Public Health
• PH.315.707 (81) Introduction to Biomedical and Public Health Informatics
• PH.380.765 Preventing Infant Mortality and Promoting Health of Women, Infants and Children (TBC)
• PH.313.861 (01) Public Health Economics Seminar (1 credit)
• PH.221.688 (81) Social and Behavioral Foundation of Primary Health Care (TBC)

Governance, Politics and Development (G, P&D)

• SA.640.707 Basic Issues of Sub-Saharan Africa’s Political Development (BO) – Conflict Management (CM)
• SA.860.784 Behavioral Sociology of Conflict – Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.790.820 Comparative Political & Economic Development of South Asia – South Asia Studies (SA)
• SA.400.752 Comparative Public Management – Brian Levy
• SA.650.732 Constitutional Development and Democratization (BO) – International Law (ILaw)
• SA.750.228 Contemporary Chinese Politics – China Studies (China)
• SA.400.713 Corruption in Developing and Transition Countries – Lindsey Carson
• SA.770.631 Democracy and Democratization in Southeast Asia – Southeast Asia Studies (SEA)
• SA.400.818 Development Strategies – Brian Levy
• SA.780.713 Energy, Politics and Development in Africa – African Studies (Africa)
• SA.400.751 Governance, Democracy and Development – Jennifer Bremer
• SA.400.769 Humanitarianism, Aid and Politics – Paul Miller
• SA.790.722 Infrastructure and Development in South Asia – South Asia Studies (SA)
• SA.860.793 Islamist Politics: Religion and Power in World Affairs (2 credit) – Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.750.903 Law and Society in China – China Studies (China)
• SA.770.752 Myanmar/Burma: Challenges of Transition – Southeast Asia Studies (SEA)
• SA.710.794 Nations, States and Nationalism in Comparative Perspective – European and Eurasian Studies (EES)
• SA.640.762 Patterns of Protest and Revolt – Conflict Management (CM)
• SA.860.708 Political Leadership of the Middle East (BO) – Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.780.727 Politics of Foreign Aid in Africa – African Studies (Africa)
• SA.790.716 Politics of Religion in South Asia – South Asia Studies (SA)
• SA.640.752 Post-War Stabilization and Transition – Conflict Management (CM)
• SA.640.708 State Failure and Violent Conflict: Learning from Cases in Sub-Saharan Africa (BO) – Conflict Management (CM)
• SA.810.907 Latin America's Political Economy: Pathways to Development – Latin American Studies Program (LASP)
• SA.860.707 The Israel-Palestine Conflict: History, Politics, Narratives (BO) – Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.710.720 The Political Economy of Central and Eastern Europe (BO) – European and Eurasian Studies (EES)
• SA.640.733 Theory and Practice of International Peacekeeping (BO) – Conflict Management (CM)
• SA.810.700 Understanding Modern Latin American Politics (DC/BO) – Latin American Studies Program (LASP)
• SA.400.767 Inclusive Urban Development – Jennifer Bremer

Management for Development (MfD)
• SA.400.752 Comparative Public Management – Brian Levy
• SA.400.749 Delivering Services in Developing Countries – Tanvi Nagpal
• SA.400.818 Development Strategies – Brian Levy
• SA.640.719 International Bargaining & Negotiation – Conflict Management (CM)
• SA.400.764 Management for Development Professionals – Jennifer Bremer
• SA.400.809 Monitoring and Evaluation Techniques – Oswaldo Urdapilleta
• SA.400.700 Practical Research Methods for Development – Raul Roman
• SA.400.756 Public-Private Partnerships: Aligning Resources and Interests – Alan Trager
• SA.400.901 IDEV Practicum – Tanvi Nagpal

Social Entrepreneurship and Business (SEB)
• SA.380.760 Corporate Finance (DC/BO) – ECON
• SA.400.759 Financial Inclusion – Elissa McCarter-LaBorde
• SA.400.819 Financial Sector Developments and Reform in Emerging Markets – Dorothy Sobol
• SA.400.724 Impact Investing: Creating Value at the Base of the Pyramid – Monica Brand
• SA.380.722 International Financial Markets – ECON
• SA.380.778 Private Equity in Developing Markets – ECON
• SA.380.834 Project Finance – ECON
• SA.400.750 Social Entrepreneurship: Driving Innovation in Development – Cinnamon Dornsife and Dipankar Chakravarti

Students may enroll in classes offered at the Carey Business School. Some courses require students to have completed prerequisites. The following courses have been approved in the past.
• BU.233.730 Entrepreneurial Finance
• BU.450.710 Market Strategies
• BU.121.610 Negotiation (2 credits)
Social Policy and Programs (SP)

- SA.400.749 Delivering Services in Developing Countries – Tanvi Nagpal
- SA.650.726 Economic Migrants, Refugees and Human Security (BO) – International Law (ILaw)
- SA.400.745 Global Health Policy – Joshua Michaud and Jennifer Kates
- SA.400.762 Investing in Women and Girls (2 credits) – Mayra Buvinic
- SA.650.729 Multiculturalism and the Human Rights of Women (BO) – International Law (ILaw)
- SA.400.768 Poverty and Inequality in a Globalizing World: New Challenges and Opportunities for Policymakers (2 credits) – Tanvi Nagpal
- SA.400.753 Social Innovations in Development for Children and Youth – Maya Ajmera
- SA.400.739 The Theory and Practice of Social Policy in Developing Countries – Ariel Fiszbein
- SA.400.767 Inclusive Urban Development – Jennifer Bremer
- SA.680.789 Urban Transportation – Energy, Resources, and Environment Program (ERE)

Trade and Development (T&D)

- SA.300.743 Advanced Topics in Trade Theory – ECON
- SA.320.729 Asian Economic Development (DC/BO) – ECON
- SA.400.754 Comparative Agriculture Policy – Robert Thompson
- SA.650.743 International Trade Law (DC/BO) – International Law (ILaw)
- SA.300.717 The International Trading System & Developing Countries – ECON

Courses Offered Every Other Year
(Not Offered in AY 2014-2015)

Global Health (GH)

- SA.400.807 Introduction to Public Health for Development Practitioners – Joshua Michaud and Jennifer Kates
- SA.400.746 Comparative Health Systems in Developing Countries
Approved Field Courses
Not Offered in AY 2014-2015

These courses are not offered in AY2014-15. They can also be used in the IDEV “core” along with the Gateway Course, and in the professional fields (as appropriate) for students entering class from AY2013-2014 only.

Development Economics (DevEc)

- SA.320.744 Economic Development - ECON
- SA.320.738 Trade Policy in Transition & Development – ECON

Finance and Development (F&D)

- SA.380.700 Introduction to Finance - ECON
- SA.400.727 The International Financial Institutions: Case Studies in the Search for Relevance (4 credits) – Cinnamon Dornsife

Global Health (GH)

- SA.400.746 Comparative Health Systems in Developing Countries – Abdo Yazbeck
- SA.400.807 Introduction to Public Health for Development Practitioners – Joshua Michaud and Jennifer Kates

Students may enroll in online classes offered at the JHU-Bloomberg School of Public Health in Baltimore. Some courses require students to have completed prerequisites. The following courses have been approved in the past.

- PH.313.641 (81) Health Economics

Governance, Politics and Development (G, P&D)

- SA.780.724 Contemporary African Politics – African Studies (Africa)
- SA.400.816 Democratic Change : Programs and Policies – Daniel Calingaert
- SA.810.754 Democratization and Market Reforms – Latin American Studies Program (LASP)
- SA.770.718 Domestic Politics of Southeast Asia – Southeast Asia Studies (SEA)
- SA.780.754 Ethnicity, Identity and Politics in Africa – African Studies (Africa)
- SA.880.794 Nations, States and Nationalism in Comparative Perspective – Russian and Eurasian Studies (RES)
- SA.780.648 Political Economy of African Development – African Studies (Africa)
• SA.400.722 Political Systems of the Developing World (BO) – Gianfranco Pasquino
• SA.765.714 Politics of Korea's Economic Development, Crises and Globalization – Korean Studies (Korea)
• SA.780.718 Promoting Development in Fragile States – African Studies (Africa)
• SA.810.797 Survey of Modern Latin American Politics (BO) - Latin American Studies Program (LASP) (course number changed, see SA.810.700)
• SA.880.720 The Political Economy of Central and Eastern Europe (BO) – Russian and Eurasian Studies (RES) (course number changed, see SA.710.720)
• SA.640.756 Week and Failed States (BO) – International Relations (ILaw)

Management for Development (MfD)

• SA.400.735 Delivering Development Assistance – Melissa Thomas
• SA.400.827 Development Corporation (BO) – Arntarud Hartmann

Social Entrepreneurship and Business (SEB)

• SA.400.806 Corporate Social Responsibility (every other year-to be offered Fall 2013) – Bruce Schlein and Tim Juliani

Students may enroll in classes offered at the Carey Business School. Some courses require students to have completed prerequisites. The following courses have been approved in the past.
• BU.860.610 Negotiation

Social Policy and Programs (SP)

• SA.400.754 Comparative Agriculture Policy – Robert Thompson
• SA.400.818 Development Strategies – Fall 2013 , Brian Levy ; Spring 2014, Deborah Brautigam
• SA.680.714 Energy, Environment, and Development in Developing Countries – Energy, Resources, and Environment Program (ERE)
• SA.400.753 Investing in the Future Generation – Maya Ajmera

Trade and Development (T&D)

• SA.680.783 Agricultural Development, Poverty Reduction, and Food Security (BO) - Energy, Resources, and Environment Program (ERE)
• SA.680.783 Agriculture—Global Issues - Energy, Resources, and Environment Program (ERE)
• SA.780.798 Trade and African Development – African Studies (Africa)
• SA.320.738 Trade Policy in Transition and Developing Countries – ECON